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I WANT TO LIVE (INSIDE MAE'S SONG)
Rachel Gaffin

Chamber me
in the blues and golds you live by.
Teardrops confetti my skin; I’m littered
with a mess I’d clean up
sooner if it weren’t such
a drag waiting for
the crowds to clear out.
Chamber me
pupil-deep in your eye frame
your view finder
your rods and cones
your brain flipping it all
right-side-up and hopeful.
Most days rifle through me
functionally, not much to see here
but the mechanics of waking
and I am
pencil lead
bearing into paper,
wearing out the same
tired scrawl.
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Chamber me
in your illustrated script,
your monk-drawn prayers, vine-bordered,
tedious, soaring,
and the nightshades are beautiful here:
pepper, tomato, sunberry, all ready to burst
at the tang of your teeth.
It is useless
to lay the two of us
side by side.
So you walk with me,
and I apprentice under
the way your hands hold me and the world
—oyster clasp, turning us
over and over
		and over.
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EXIT THE ECHO CHAMBER
Linds Sanders
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GRILLED CHEESE PLANS
Christianna Soumakis

THEY see the confetti first, like an iceberg’s spires. POOF,
she walks into a room and sends tiny two-dimensional particles
of mirth flying onto the carpet, freckling the chairs. She’s a
technicolor explosion. Wordplay and wild gestures. People walk
around ignorant of the specks of magenta and chartreuse in their
hair and on the backs of their sweaters. Loud and happy as a
self-important five-year-old, she gyrates around the room. She’s
a performer, she’s a stand-up comedian, she self-identifies as a
flibbertygibbet. I’m trading on my ADHD, she says.
They tell her, You have so much energy! They tell her, You’re
such an extrovert. They like her; they want to hang out, get drinks,
meet up later. She’s crazy, she’s a little ditzy, that whirlwind girl
with the lack of common sense and surplus of sass.
She would love to go out, she would totally go grab something
to eat. What a shame that she has plans! Next time, next time.
Good night!
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Outside the party, it’s dark. It’s cold. She can hear the surf
breaking on the beach. She can hear, and see, her breath. She walks
to her car and locks herself in and starts the engine and pulls away.
She does not turn on the radio. The streets are ink and nightshade,
stitched with broken white lines.
She has plans: she is going home and making a grilled cheese
sandwich. She has been looking forward to this sandwich for hours.
Part of the ritual is the anticipation. In her car she imagines taking
out the frying pan (only that frying pan), dropping the butter onto
the hot metal: the hiss, the bubbling, the wisps of smoke. The smell
of the bread with its melting cheese, the smell of the browning
butter. The only sound in the house will be that soft sizzle, unless
she has started humming to herself without realizing it.
She will not turn the big light on. She will put the world back
together on engines of butter, she will tuck the planets snug into
their ancestral orbits by means of sliced and seared potato bread.
She will take the day by its bridle and walk it into its stable, step by
step like the rhythm and stages of a sacrament. On a plate she will
slide the sandwich of her ordered cosmos onto the kitchen table,
sit down in the friendly twilight of the oven light, and take a bite.
And like God, she will think, Oh, this is good, this is very good!
and she will enter into rest. She will take huge bites, chewing at top
speed, ravenous. Each swallow will darn the seams of the world.
She has plans: after the sandwich she will crawl into bed with
a book, a weird, nerdy book she would struggle to explain outside
of the frictionless lacquered chamber of her skull: What are you
reading? Oh! Are you taking a class? …no? Why are you reading
that, then? At the party she says, I’m a nerd, and spits confetti.
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Inside her felted redoubt, she smells the pages and smooths her
thumb up and down the book’s sides until there is a soft, discolored
groove on every volume she’s loved.
Tonight she is reading Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space:
A creature that hides ‘within itself’ is preparing a ‘way
out…’ By staying in the motionlessness of its shell, the creature is
preparing temporal explosions, not to say whirlwinds, of being.
In the dark after she shuts off the lamp, she is a black field,
a thick and silent humus. She has composted herself. Naked and
damp in her long, fallow Sabbath, she melts into the decomposition
of yesterday—the alchemy prefacing next season’s harvest of
confetti.
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BOUDREAUX AFTER THE FIESTA
Gail benEzra

This night together is swan-song cloying.
Your palm touches my arm like a beggar
praying for a coin. From nearby trees,
demented crows, the clean-up squad, swoop down
and fly away with confetti fluttering
in their beaks. At the bar, two seedy drunks
spar over some long-ago petty dust-up.
Lightning flashes: zigzag warning splits
the blackening sky. Thunder rumbles, cracks.
You rush to pay the tab. Abandoning
dinner and drinks, we dash down the street.
Rain attacks us, needle-sharp. We sit
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in the car, apart, in nightshade poison
silence—an act of indifference practiced
since our war three weeks ago, when a cheapshot joke—not funny, not benign—lit the fuse.
Chamber secrets got loose. We hurled words
at each other—bitter, brutal, fire-truth.
Now, lips that used to mate unclosed
are gated shut. Guards replace lovers.
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THE COLOUR OF ATOMS
Claire Lawrence
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WHAT IF IT'S THE MOON?
Briana McCormack

THE blanket billows out before Simon and settles across the
mattress, unveiling the sight of Andi closing the bedroom curtains.
Simon should shake the blanket out again—the bottom corner on
Andi’s side is folded back—but how many times had they argued
over closing those curtains? Andi, insisting she needs sunlight to
find her in the mornings. Andi, needing warm promises to get out
of bed. What about the moonlight? Moonlight’s different. Easy
to ignore. She falls asleep on her right side with her back to the
window, but Simon, who sleeps on his left side facing that maskless
moon, can’t ignore anything. It blares. It’s honest, too honest.
Someone’s being dramatic. Maybe, at least, Simon feels it’s wrong
to disagree with her, so he shields his eyes with Andi’s body until
exhaustion takes him. But tonight she closes the curtains without
question marks or side-eyed looks or left-field sighs, anything that
usually suggests closing the curtains.
She unfolds the corner of the blanket. He watches. Andi tucks
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into bed. Simon looks at the curtains. She pulls him by the hand
into their great mattress. Simon falls into their queen-turnedCalifornia-king by whatever fault growing between them, some
unavoidable thing waiting to split that mattress like the San
Andreas. Andi finds her partner in the stretch of it and wraps his
arms around her, matching her body to the gentle rigidity she feels
in his. It’s that same stillness that protects delicate moments, like
when a butterfly lands somewhere on the body. He’s quiet in all of
this, so is she. The butterfly likes this. Andi’s head is soon heavy
on his bicep and cutting off the blood, sending confetti’d stings
through his arm. How quick he is to give her limbs when she’s
wanting. Would she like his other arm? Perhaps a leg? Whatever
she wants.
Simon is searching for the distant hills of Andi’s silhouette
against the moonlight out of habit, but there’s nothing to see. The
room is dark, Andi’s in his arms, and he can’t sleep. He wonders
what she dreams about, if the dreams are sweet tonight or if they’ll
sour again. On those nights when she tosses and mumbles, he can’t
help but think it’s him she’s fussing against, but Andi says she
doesn’t remember her dreams.
She looks through him when they talk now. She’s less agreeable
these days. She’s restless. All of it like a flipped switch, and since
neither of them can talk about these changes, it’s hard to believe
that anything is actually wrong because they talk about everything.
It makes Simon superstitious, the way people get when they can’t
explain the hidden forces in their lives. What if it’s the moon?
What if ignoring it invites the moon to fill her with whispers,
the kind that fill those small and impressionable chambers of her
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ear, the kind of whispers that worm their way through the canals,
getting stuck or bursting through the drum? The kind of whispers
that nest deep inside the gut? What if it’s the moon?
It’s a crazy theory, but Simon pulls hair over her ear each night
that she leaves it down just in case. It’s not much, but it doesn’t
take a lot to fight superstition: don’t open umbrellas inside or walk
under ladders or step on sidewalk cracks. A therapist they’ll hire
almost too late will disagree, explaining relationships aren’t saved
by throwing salt over the shoulder. Weeding out those mental
nightshades that poison people against each other (fear, shame,
anger, resentment)—that saves relationships. Think of love as a
garden.
Although she’s in his arms tonight, Simon knows this is only a
break in the fever.
“Andi?”
He holds his breath a moment, decides she’s asleep, decides
silence, and then pushes hair over her ear. Just in case.
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GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST
Jodie Chilcote
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GIRLS
Mary Christine Delea

The daughters are blown like confetti
at an outdoor children’s party when the wind starts—
quickly, in all directions, sometimes stopping
or turning back, but then disappearing again
down the street, into the trees,
or beyond what we can imagine is out there
as we sit here in our lawn chairs. We wave
at their car bumpers, the city bus, the backs
of their precious heads, the path we think
they took. We try to send our love
to whatever chambers they sleep in,
our drowsy girls, our tired daughters,
those young women already exhausted
by life, and we hope their dreams are sweet and filled
with crayon colors. Their childhoods
were filled with poisoned men who built
terror into the landscape, their fathers
who ruled their fears, the angry uncles,
the male passersby who always felt the need
to make their opinions of our daughters known.
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We are sorry about that, because even victims
can share in the blame. So we pray
the prayers of past toxins—the nightshade,
the storm clouds, the menacing laughter—
every night as we lie in our own beds,
thinking of the daughters,
and we hope that they breeze their way
to happiness and forgiveness,
returning one day for a visit and to see
if we, their sad, sorry mothers, are still alive.
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FORGET ME NOT
Nikki Raitz
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GLASS GHOST
Hannah Awbrey

BEING imprisoned scared her, but only at first. After a few
decades, the fear faded to a dull disappointment. She had lived as
a vivacious young woman and died a vivacious young ghost, and
she had been looking forward to haunting pretty girls in all four
corners of the world. Instead, her soul was tethered to the glass of
her own ornate hand mirror.
In life, she was always vain. She squeezed into corsets until
she couldn’t breathe and risked death for doe eyes every time she
used drops of deadly cosmetic nightshade. Perhaps the mirror
prison was supposed to teach her a lesson about vanity, but all she
learned was boredom. The mirror remained packed away in an
attic, and she remained with it.
She stares at the inside of a cardboard box for centuries until
you come snooping around one day.
You have a curious mind and a beautiful face. Your curious
mind tells you to open the box and take out the funny old mirror.
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Your beautiful face stares at her through the glass, and she is in
love.
You can’t see her, of course, but you can feel her seeing you.
Your face doesn’t look much different in this mirror than it would
in any other. But normally you can’t stand your own reflection. You
normally grit your crooked yellow teeth and cover your ugly eyes.
In this mirror, your teeth are still yellow and your eyes still dull,
but they are beautifully yellow and dull, like gold. It’s your own
face through the adoring eyes of a lover.
You carry the mirror downstairs, and her with it.
She lives on your bedside table, and suddenly life is beautiful.
Every morning you peek into the hand mirror before you get out
of bed. To her, the red marks on your face are glitter; the scars and
birthmarks on your body are rainbow confetti. Suddenly, you are as
much a celebration to yourself as you are to her. It lasts only until
you put the mirror back down.
Now that she is out of the attic, the dam is broken. Through
sheer force of love, her world widens. Once, her eternal soul
resided in a chamber small enough to fit on your nightstand. Now
she has eyes in every mirror in the world, and she’ll follow you
wherever glass can go. You don’t shut your eyes when you pass by
the bathroom mirror anymore. The reflection you see is a beloved
one.
On the other side of the glass, a ghost girl’s heart is exploding.
You start seeking out puddles when you walk in the rain.
You want to see yourself staring lovingly back at you. There’s
something new in reflective store windows and car windshields.
Whenever you feel lonely throughout the day, you take out the
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compact in your pocket, just to greet the glass. When you do, you
feel overwhelmingly loved.
You don’t know why, at least not yet. A ghost in love is still
a ghost. A ghost is invisible, if not to the human heart, then to
the human eye. And yet with every surge of love you feel, you
also have a distinct feeling of being watched. It’s not entirely
unpleasant. It’s not as concrete as having a conversation, not as
eerie as catching a stranger’s eye. It feels like reading a book in the
same room as somebody else who is also reading. You don’t talk or
even look up to see each other, but you know that a kindred spirit is
there.
The ghost has defied the laws of nature before. She was never
meant to follow you across many mirrors. She was never meant to
fall in love. According to some, ghosts such as herself were never
meant to exist at all. And yet she’s here, she loves you, and she
knows that if she only loves you long enough, one day you will see
her. One day you will hear her. One day you may even touch. She’s
waited before, and she’s willing to wait until one day, as long as it
takes.
One day, you watch yourself in the bathroom mirror like
always. When you turn to leave, something flashes behind you,
and you look back. It’s only you there, pockmarked, sagging, and
lovely. Shaking your head, you go on about your day. But you could
have sworn you saw a glimpse of a beautiful stranger out of the
corner of your eye.
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SELF-PORTRAIT WITH SCINTILLATING SCOTOMA
Christianna Soumakis
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SHOELACES
L. T. Pelle

My first kiss happened when I was 7.
My sneakers stomping with nightlight.
My smile still waiting
on big girl teeth.
My first kiss happened when I was 7.
The boys took me to the Snow Whiteless woods
behind the backyard
behind their mother’s back
to make the request.
They spit before they spoke
and we were too deep in the dense
for me to talk back so I waited.
The smooth stones I collected
in my pocket
holding their breath.
The trees undropping
their jagged confetti.
They said,
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We will only show you the way out
if you kiss Nick on the lips.
They said it in pitch pine unison.
Their words, like their pimples, angry
and pink-throb with youthfulness.
Their intentions nightshade
beneath the dark awning
of their baseball caps.
And so, of course I did it.
Traded my first kiss for a way home.
And what is any first if not the way
I shoved my shoelaces into my shoes
before admitting I wasn’t
so great at tying them?
Or how neither of us
closed our eyes until it was over.
I have never known a darkness
larger than my eyelids.
My first kiss happened when I was 7
and I saw the way one boy licked his
lips while he watched,
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how power must have tasted
like his own skin and all
the other kisses he coyoted there.
We were standing in mud
when it happened.
The kiss quick as a broken branch.
While the sparrowed chambers
of my chest remained
evergreen and empty as clearing.
I remember our chapped lips reaching
their boneless wings
at each other. How I licked my own
lips after in the way
my mother taught me
would never actually moisten them.
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COLORS OF THE NIGHT
GJ Gillespie
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PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
Melissa Llanes Brownlee

YOU shred your tobacco for your pipe, your hands dusted with
the scents of curry, chili, cayenne, blending all these members
of the nightshade family together. I am made to recall our trip to
Morocco, walking through the market stalls, flies swooshed away
by unhurried hawkers, my modest blouse already drenched from
the day’s heat. You should really stop smoking, I say, and you look
at me like I am an idiot as you tamp down your hard-earned leafy
confetti into its welcoming chamber, wayward bits sticking to your
fingers. Do you remember that trip we took? The one to Morocco?
Again, that look. So many nights now, it’s that look and nothing
else. You light your pipe, a gift I snuck into your luggage before we
left, a long silver surprise for you to find.
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FIREFLIES
Erick Buendia
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WHERE OLD MINERS GO TO DIE
Florence Murry

As long as he kept lead in the chamber
& eyes on a gal, he was the man.
He twirled his pistol until he shot clean
through his palm. It ricocheted off the car’s
roof where I sat glued to the seat. His blood
dripped everywhere—slow, pale.
We lived in the desert where nightshade scorched
my throat, where a coyote cry stifled
my being. I snaked into abandoned
cabins & curled up in ruined trunks.
Red-headed, stiff-jawed, hard-nosed, he always
headed for back roads, always waited for the August heat—
so hot I couldn’t touch the blotched
confetti glass, so hot I sat with ice on my lap
as I breathed creosote through the open window.
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Hannah Awbrey is a full-time student majoring in English
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literary world.

Gail benEzra was awarded a scholarship to Denver’s Lighthouse

Writers’ Poetry Book Project seven years ago, and she hasn’t
stopped writing since! She has studied with Chris Ransick,
Elizabeth Robinson, David Rothman, Jericho Brown, John Brehm,
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Melissa Llanes Brownlee is a Native Hawaiian writer. She

received her MFA in Fiction from UNLV. Her work has appeared
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Erick Buendia is a high school artist from the Washington DC
area. Spending his time writing poetry or painting skateboards, he
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GJ Gillespie is an abstract collage artist living in Oak Harbor,

Washington. Out of a 900-piece body of work, he has appeared
in forty-seven regional shows and won thirteen art awards. The
artists that he admires tap feelings of awe that permit the viewer to
experience new perspectives of being.

Claire Lawrence is a storyteller and visual artist living in
British Columbia, Canada. She has been published in Canada,
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Her work has been performed on BBC radio. Claire’s stories
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L. T. Pelle is a poet living in New Jersey with her two dogs. She
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